The phenomenon of Anderson localization in the quantum kicked rotator is analyzed by means of concepts which were originally introduced in condensed matter physics. A diagrammatic language similar to the impurity diagram technique employed in the theory of disordered conductors is developed. The method is applied to a calculation of the quantum return probability and leads to results (2) we have for short times z « t « k z, P(t) =2/ (4ttD, it)'I while for large times t )k z, P(t) const/g (the parametric dependence of the asymptotic value follows from probability conservation). In the following, I will introduce a diagramtnatic formalism and illustrate its application by an analysis of the return probability. Of course, the method can be used to calculate other observables as well.
Some years ago it was discovered that the quantum kicked rotator (QKR), traditionally one of the favorite model systems in the theory of quantum chaos, displays a host of phenomena akin to Anderson localization (AL) [1] [2] [3] [4] : Unlike its classical counterpart, the dynamics of the quantum kicked rotator is not governed by unbound diffusion but rather by an exponential localization of the Hamiltonians (quasi) eigenstates. Because of surprisingly far-reaching analogies between the phenomenon of localization in the QKR on the one hand and in disordered metals on the other hand, various concepts originally introduced in condensed matter physics are directly applicable to the QKR as well. In particular, it is possible to define QKRs belonging to each of the fundamental symmetry classes (the orthogonal, the unitary, and the symplectic classes) and to realize transitions among them. It has been shown [5] that the localization length characterizing the decay of the wave functions depends in the same universal way on the symmetry as it does in disordered conductors.
All these localization phenomena were discovered numerically. Indeed, the QKR is particularly suitable for numerical studies, since it is by definition a strictly onedimensional system (which eases its implementation on a computer) while it shares its localization properties with quasi-one-dimensional conductors ( Indeed, the l-averaged probability P(d l, t) to find the particle after time t in a state~l+Al) obeys the diffusion law [6] P(hl, t) =, 12 (2) with a diffusion constant D, i=k /4 if the chaoticity parameter exceeds unity [7] . Contrary (2) we have for short times z « t « k z, P(t) =2/ (4ttD, it)'I while for large times t )k z, P(t) const/g (the parametric dependence of the asymptotic value follows from probability conservation). In the following, I will introduce a diagramtnatic formalism and illustrate its application by an analysis of the return probability. Of course, the method can be used to calculate other observables as well.
The operator governing the time evolution during one elementary step z reads [4] U=exp( -izl /2)exp[ -ik xcos (8) Fig. 1(a) . To derive a diagrammatic prescription for the scattering off the phases V, I consider the l average of a typical product of 2n factors V as it appears in the calculation of ihi . lt is easily shown that for irrational z [9] [ [10] ,the rule Eq. (3) leads to the appearance of m-particle vertices, m =2, 4, . . . , 2n. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b To begin with, let me introduce an auxiliary quantity @(0, 0', p, co) = Jt(0~)J(0 )e '"'cd(0, 0', p, co) which differs from @ just by the trivial truncation of a pair of propagators.
In terms of a Dyson equation [cf. the diagrammatic representation in Fig. 3(a) ], cIi may be written as
where U is defined as the set of all two-particle irreducible diagrams without the single scattering line [cf. Fig. 3(b) ]. Before turning to the solution of Eq. (6), let me point out that as a result of fairly general [11, 13] (6) therefore takes a generalized "diA'usive" form (7) e(y, co) =
where D(co) will in general be frequency dependent. Equation (6) is much too complicated to be exactly solvable. On the other hand, any approximate solution has to result in an expression of the form Eq. (7), i.e. , no p-and coindependent term must appear in the denominator. A particularly efficient way to fulfill this requirement is to employ a certain Ward identity (cf. Ref. [13] )which generalizes to the present context as fdOU(0, 0', p, co) =0. The derivation of the Ward identity constitutes the most intricate part of this work and will be discussed elsewhere [11] . Coming 
